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“If the proletariat is to achieve victory, all the

workers, irrespective of nationality, must be

united,” wrote Stalin in 1904. 

The Bolshevik party fought racism on a class

basis. It developed members of “national minori-

ties” as leaders. It fought hard against racist po-

lice terror. It pushed white communists in the US

and elsewhere to fight harder against racism.

Black workers and intellectuals from the US hap-

pily visited the Soviet Union in the 1930s and

some settled there.

But it mistakenly framed racism as a “prole-

tarian national question.” This sabotaged work-

ing-class internationalism. It led to reformism,

demanding political and cultural rights instead of

exposing the material basis of racism in capital-

ism. Communist leaders could not see that the

socialist society they built couldn’t end the

racism they hated.
Workers’ Internationalism versus

“Proletarian Nationalism”

Bolsheviks argued against “Federalists” who

wanted to build separate “national” parties within

the Russian empire. Stalin correctly predicted

that, if adopted, “friends will be taken for ene-

mies, enemies for friends—confusion will ensue,

and the class consciousness of the proletariat of

all Russia will wane.”

But they made just this mistake after taking

power. Their Comintern was just such a federa-

tion. Their foreign policy led them to support na-

tionalist rulers in countries like Iran even when

those rulers were slaughtering communists.

In contrast, the International Communist

Workers’ Party was founded as an international

party. 

Stalin saw that capitalists in his native Georgia

used nationalism to get Georgian workers to sup-

port them against the Russian rulers. Once in

power, however, the Bolsheviks acted on their

line that “only the nationalities themselves have

the right to abolish or develop this or that aspect

of their national culture.” 

Semi-feudal regions like Tajikistan had few in-

dustrial workers and fewer communists. The

“nationalities themselves” allowed feudal rulers

to exercise power.  “National culture” meant con-

tinuing the extreme oppression of

women and other practices that

undermined efforts to build so-

cialism, let alone communism.
Communist Revolution versus

Civil Rights

Bolsheviks fought for “civil

equality of the nationalities in

Russia,” for “freedom of lan-

guage” and against the suppres-

sion of non-Russian cultures.

They opposed the Russian rulers’

land-grabs on the borders of their

empire. But they practically ig-

nored racist super-exploitation of

workers. 

Bolsheviks understood that

Russian capitalists needed racism

to divide the working class, but

they didn’t generalize this to all of capitalism.

Capitalist competition forces bosses to find or

create some section of the working class to super-

exploit, driving wages down for all workers.

Racist terror enforces this super-exploitation and

creates a material basis for “divide-and-conquer”

politics. 

The focus on “civil equality” was reformist.

Socialism carried out anti-racist reforms, but it

did not attack racism at its root.

Chinese communists followed the Soviets,

treating racism as a “national question.” They

struggled to reduce inequities between super-ex-

ploited ethnic minority workers and majority Han

workers. But their strategy was to organize non-

Han workers into 55 officially-recognized minor-

ity “nationalities” within “autonomous” areas

that were actually multi-ethnic. 
Communism Will End Racism

Communism will erase national borders. The

communist fight against racism must become the

jackhammer that smashes the walls of segrega-

tion the rulers have erected to divide us.

Communism fights for workers to recognize

our common needs and interests. We will organ-

ize all of society around production for need, not

for a market. This will make it possible finally

to defeat capitalism-imperialism’s racist ideol-

ogy. 

Socialism in both China and the Soviet Union

was essentially a capitalist wage-based money

economy. The socialist principle “equal pay for

equal work” did not mean a “common standard

of living.” Even “equal wages for all” would

have left worse off those historically disadvan-

taged by racism.

The wage system (even in socialism) fosters

individualism, contradicting workers’ need for

class solidarity and opening the door to racism.

In communism there will be no profits and no

competition for markets, and therefore no mate-

rial basis for racist super-exploitation. In a society

without money, life itself will reinforce the com-

munist anti-racist consciousness we fight for.

The ideological struggle against racism will es-

calate as we fight to build communism. Masses

of workers, soldiers and youth will mobilize

against class enemies who try to use racism

against us. 

By mobilizing the masses for communism

today we begin to smash racist divisions. We

seek and build leadership from amongst the

super-exploited and super-oppressed. We must

win all workers to respect this leadership. 

The victory of communism will create the ma-
te

r ia

 basis for ending racism forever.

20th-centURy commUnists FoUght Racism –

21st-centURy commUnists will end it

In our last issue we began to work through this

very influential essay. This time we will discuss

serious errors in Mao’s article. 

The Particularity of Contradiction

Contradictions in the different forms of motion

of matter are qualitatively different. The contra-

dictions in a moving car, in the circulation of

money in a capitalist economy or in the growth

of knowledge are all different, and each has its

own essential features. Understanding these dif-

ferent contradictions requires finding their spe-

cific concrete features.

Mao wrote that different contradictions must

be resolved in different ways. His examples in-

cluded resolving the worker-capitalist contradic-

tion by revolution and contradictions inside the

party by criticism and self-criticism.  

Mao was right that contradictions are resolved

in different ways, but he does not explain what

various kinds of resolution have in common. The

most important common characteristic they have

is that contradictions are resolved by becoming

more intense, by the two sides of the contradic-

tion interfering with each other more and more.

A contradiction does not die out gradually. The

capitalists do not give up and become workers;

they fight harder the stronger the communist

movement gets. Contradictions inside the party

don’t just disappear; they are only resolved by in-

tense discussions that win over most people to

one view.

Mao did not explain that resolution needs in-

tensification because he did not believe this. He

thought that resolution required struggle, but that

in certain contradictions, called “non-antagonis-

tic,” struggle does not have to become more in-

tense to produce resolution. We have discussed

this wrong view before (see Red Flag,

12/4/2014) and will have more to say about it in

Part III. 
Fundamental Contradictions and Principal

Contradictions

Mao adopted from Soviet sources the impor-

tant distinction between a fundamental contradic-

tion and a principal contradiction, but his views

about principal contradictions are seriously

wrong. 

The fundamental contradiction in a process in-

fluences that process from beginning to end, like

the contradiction between capitalists and workers

under capitalism, but it isn’t always the strongest

contradiction. A principal or main contradiction

is the one that has the greatest influence on a

process or system at any one time. The main con-

tradiction can shift from one contradiction to an-

other, but the fundamental contradiction remains

the same (Red Flag, 9/19/2013).

In 2015 the main contradiction in the world is

between imperialist powers, especially between

the US and China. Working-class activism and

capitalist repression express the fundamental

worker-boss contradiction, but right now that

conflict has less effect than the intensifying con-

tradictions among imperialists. 

Mao wrote that the main contradiction in

China in the late ‘30s was the contradiction be-

tween the Chinese nation and Japanese imperial-

ism. He claimed that class struggle within China,

the fundamental contradiction, was only a sec-

ondary contradiction at that time. 

For Mao the importance of the main contradic-

histoRy oF dialectics:

mao zedong’s “on contRadiction” paRt ii

See “ON CONTRADICTION” page 7

Soviet Union, 1928
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LETTERS LETTERS LETTERS CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS

I grew up in a family dedicated to agricul-

ture in a town in El Salvador. When I was

young I presented myself at the military 

barracks to enlist but I didn’t qualify. When I

was 22 years old, I was recruited and taken to

the Recruits’ Training Center located in the

western part of the country.

I did 16 months of military service: four

months in the Recruits’ Training Center, ele-

ven in San Miguel and one in Monteca, a bor-

der area between El Salvador and Honduras. 

When I volunteered to join the army it was

because I wanted to be a soldier. It was not

because I understood the situation of the war

and why we had to fight. I knew that being a

soldier I would have to fight, as when I was in

Monteca, hearing rumors of conflict between

El Salvador and Honduras. 

I also remember one time when we were in

formation, the captain said that if anybody

was a guerrilla fighter they should step for-

ward because, he explained, the guerrilla

fighters were our enemies.

In 1977 I was discharged, returning to my

family but keeping in mind that in case of war

I had to report to the army. Two years after 

leaving the barracks I carried out paramilitary

activities such as protecting the local com-

mander.

How I Joined the Guerrillas 

I had friends and relatives in the ranks of

the guerrillas who came to my house and poli-

ticized me about the guerrilla struggle. They

knew that I had served in the mili-

tary and could be very useful. In

1980 the war intensified and I joi-

ned the guerrillas because I saw

a lot of government injustice and

repression against the working

class. 

That decision meant that the

armed forces were looking for me

to kill me. That’s how I became

part of a camp where we carried

out logistics activities and the ga-

thering of supplies and food. In

the guerrilla army I understood

the motive of struggle. I well remember today

that they told us that there were two opposing

classes, the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. 

How I See Things Today

The situation hasn’t changed very much.

The two classes still confront each other, and

many years have passed since 1992 when

they signed the Peace Accords. At that time, I

felt satisfied when I saw that they were going

to integrate us into civilian life. I continued to

be on the left and stayed in the FMLN party,

but I think that this party was absorbed by ca-

pitalism. Many ex-guerrilleros have this idea.

The principles of solidarity and humanism

that we had in the war have disappeared and

now they only see us as instruments for Elec-

tion Day. I no longer participate in that farce,

which only serves replace on capitalist boss

with another.

How I Joined ICWP

Considering that the FMLN no longer respon-

ded to revolutionary principles, I met comrades

in PLP. Our comrades now in ICWP were also in

PLP then. I read the PLP newspaper and partici-

pated in meetings. Then I found out about the

split. I knew and appreciated some of the moti-

ves for the formation of ICWP. It had to do with

the political line that we would carry out in buil-

ding a communist system, since we’ve had

enough of reforms and that’s not what we need.

I stayed with ICWP, the party in which I un-

derstand that I am carrying out a true struggle.

In my house we meet as comrades and I have

distributed Red Flag on May Day.

In the community where I live we are working

to consolidate a party cell that will lead the wor-

king class to communism. 

--Comrade in El Salvador

Recently I visited Tijuana, Mexico with a

group from my church to help families build

very basic houses for themselves. We work

with a cooperative community organization

there.

When we introduced ourselves in the ope-

ning “circle” one of my church friends said he

was “trying to save the environment through

capitalism.” He meant organizing for a pro-

gressive version of a carbon tax. So when my

turn came I said I was trying to help save the

world through communism.

That evening we were relaxing after a day of

very hard work. This friend was trying to ex-

plain to others how “the market” could tip the

balance away from carbon emissions and glo-

bal warming without hurting lower-income wor-

kers. I responded with my reasons why that

wouldn’t happen. Rich people wouldn’t reduce

luxuries (like private jets) because they’d still

be able to afford them. Governments wouldn’t

redirect tax money to the masses because 

they’re controlled by the wealthiest capitalists.

As we rode to the work site the next morning,

another friend mentioned that she and others

had enjoyed listening to this conversation. She

said she didn’t often hear intelligent, friendly

debate over real issues between people who

had big disagreements but respected each

other.

Just then I spotted and pointed out another

example of what’s wrong with

capitalism’s market economy.

We were passing acres and

acres of empty, newly-built 

houses. There was a housing

glut because too many develo-

pers are competing for the

same upscale market.

Meanwhile workers like our

new friends are living in tiny

shacks and breaking their

backs to build two-room houses

out of cement and rebar. Some

of them are construction workers who can’t af-

ford to buy or even rent the houses they build

for the developers. 

The work we do with our Tijuana friends is for

use, not for profit. It is “low-tech” and doesn’t

demand a lot of expertise. All of us are happy

to build friendships across borders while we

shovel sand and gravel and pass along buckets

of cement. We do the work we can: people

like me pass the empties. People from our

church group always express gratitude for the

chance to help. 

The experience of working together like that

is one more reason I believe that we can save

the world through communism. 

--California reader 

tion was that you must give highest priority to re-

solving the main contradiction. This meant more

effort to fight Japan than to fight class enemies.

Mao said that the communists should actually

ally themselves with their class enemies (capital-

ists and landlords) to fight Japan. He attacked

communists who rejected allying with the capi-

talists who had killed tens of thousands of com-

munists in the previous decade. Mao claimed that

Japan was the “main target” and if you don’t

shoot all your bullets at the main
target, they will be wasted.  Mao tried to use 

dialectics to defend this reactionary policy, 

which meant abandoning revolutionary political 

work until Japan was defeated.

Resolve the Fundamental Contradiction!

Mao was dead wrong about the significance of 
the principal contradiction. Communists don’t 
have to fight directly to resolve that contradic-

tion. Doing that in 2015 would probably mean 
supporting one group of imperialists against oth-

ers. Instead, communists should fight to mobilize

the masses so that the main contradiction

changes, so that the fundamental contradiction,

capitalists vs. workers, becomes the main contra-

diction. Communists should work to resolve that

contradiction as their primary task, dealing with

other contradictions when necessary to advance

the fight for communism. In particular we should

use the weaknesses that the contradictions be-

tween imperialists produce—especially imperi-

alist war—to resolve the fundamental

contradiction with communist revolution.

From the Ranks of the Bourgeois Army to the
Communist Ranks of ICWP

Building Houses, Building Communism


